Understanding and
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Introduction
Creating and assigning goals and events to your content allows you to track visitor behavior and
measure the value of each activity your visitor completes. Most marketing automation platforms
have some form of goal / activity tracking built in as a fundamental feature.
In Sitecore, goals are used to track special actions that your visitors take that demonstrate how
engaged they are with your content (both online and offline). For example, if a visitor subscribes to
your blog, opens a product brochure, attends an in-person event, or trades you contact information
in order to download an in-depth white paper, it demonstrates a level of interest that is worth
assigning value to and tracking over time.
Events are actions that your visitors take that may have a positive or negative impact on their
engagement with your brand (like logging into a customer portal or unsubscribing from a
newsletter).
All goals are events, but not all events are goals. You can think of goals as specific events that
you’re encouraging your site visitors to take. You can optionally tag any event as a “failure” event,
or choose to track any event as a goal.

Goals and events can be “tagged” on specific pages on your website (like a thank you page that
a visitor can only see after they’ve successfully completed a conversion activity). You can also
mandate that an event / goal appear on the Experience Profile timeline.

Goals can also be programmatically pushed to xDB when an event happens outside of Sitecore.
Goals are weighted based on their level of impact, and can paint an accurate representation of the
total level of engagement for every customer’s interaction with your brand.
Tracking these interactions over time allows you to drill down on what’s working well on your site,
and pinpoint which sections are most successful in helping your visitors convert to customers and
evangelists for your brand. Goals help you complete objectives within your business, and as your
objectives change, you can edit and manage your goals to match.
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As a first step when creating Goals, you will need to take an inventory of the most important actions
a user can take on your website. There are three primary types of Goals to consider: Transactional,
Informational and Process.

Types of Goals
Informational Goal

Transactional Goal

Process Goal

Involves a one-way transfer of information. Low risk and low
engagement value.
Ex. Downloading an ebook
Usually involves a two-way communication and exchange of data.
Ex. Signing up for a newsletter
Involves completing multiple steps.
Ex. Downloading a white paper, subscribing to a newsletter, and
requesting a call back.

Goal Facets
Using Goal Facets allows you to describe or classify different aspects of a goal that you want track that
are completely customized your company. These can be categories for your Goals or descriptions
that can be applied to multiple Goals to help better organize them.
Goal Facets are completely customizable to meet the needs of your business. You can manage them
in the Marketing Control Panel, under Taxonomies. In addition to using facets for reporting purposes,
you can also optionally use Goal Facets to create personalization rules to show specific content to
your visitors based on the type of goal that has been triggered.
As an example, you could add various facets to map your goals back to the specific brands or product
lines they relate to. Another goal facet could be related to geographical region, or key objectives
that your company is interested in tracking more closely, like seasonality, goals only available for
rewards members, or goals related to targeting net new customers.
After these details are defined, you can create custom reports to track goal facets to provide you with
a deeper understanding of how your visitors interact with your brand online and offline.
For more details and ideas on how you can leverage facets and other related custom attributes
within the Sitecore Marketing Control Panel, please download our How to Setup Sitecore Taxonomies
Guide.
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Creating a Standalone Goal
In the steps that follow, we will show how to track a simple Goal of having a visitor subscribe
to your blog.
1. In the Launchpad, select the Marketing Control Panel under Marketing Applications.

2. Right click Goals in the content tree.

3. Click Insert/Goal and then create your goal name in the text box, then click OK.
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4. In the Classification section, click the Marketing Asset drop down arrow. Select the 		
desired asset. For this example we will click Blog.								

**NOTE if you need to add another asset to the list, you can find Assets under the 			
Taxonomies tree. Right click Asset and select insert.**
5. Click the Goal facet 1 drop down arrow. Select Goal Facets.
6. Repeat Step 5 for goal facets 2 and 3 if necessary.
7. In the Data section, enter the correct point value from your custom engagement value scale
in the text box. For this example, we will enter 15 based on our scale. **Add in picture of scale

here**

8. Type the Category in the corresponding text box. Subscribe to blog would fall under the 		
Transactional category because it is a two way communication where the visitor signs up for
the blog and receives the posts as they are published.
9. Write a description in the corresponding text box. For this example we will use Visitor has 		
filled out the subscription form for the blog as the description to show the action the 		
visitor is taking when completing this goal.

10. Click Save
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11. Click the Review tab, in the Workflow group, click Deploy to allow you to associate the
goal with your content and campaigns.
The Enter a comment text box will appear. If creating a goal is part of a workflow process that
needs to approved, leaving a comment is an optional step. Otherwise, leave this section blank
and click OK.
Your Goal is now deployed and ready for use!

Assigning a Goal to a Page
You will want to assign your Goals to pages that indicate that an action has been completed
successfully. This could be a thank you page that a visitor is sent to once they submit a form, or
a landing page that someone accesses directly from an email link.
For this example we are assigning a goal for someone subscribing to our blog. You can assign
goals to any number of things and their associated point value will help paint the picture of what
kind of visitor they are and what persona they fit into best. We’ve created an infographic that
shows actions a typical user might take and different goals they might trigger while navigating
through a site.
1. In the Launchpad, go to Content Editor.

2. Go to the page you want to assign a goal to.
3. Under the Analyze tab, select Goals.
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4. Click the checkbox next to the goal you want to assign to the page, then click OK.

5. Click Save.

6. On the Publish tab click the Publish drop down menu and click Publish Item. Click OK on
the popup and make sure your item updated on the Publish Item popup. Click Close.

Once you have published the item, your visitors will begin to receive engagement value
points as you continue to collect information and learn about those visitors through their
behavior on your site.
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Adding Multi-Step Process Goal
Now that you know how to create a goal let’s talk about some essentials to consider when setting up
your goals and planning personalization for your site. For this example let’s look at a B2B company
that is targeting Project Managers for one of their persona’s.
If you don’t already have your persona’s outlined, this is a good place to start. A persona is a
representation of a key segment of your audience including their job title, gender, age, income,
etc. You can use these pieces of information to deliver targeted content that is helpful and relevant.
For this example, a B2B company focusing on implementing agile techniques is targeting Project
Manager Pam.
Project Manager Pam

Responsible for making sure projects are delivered on-time and on-budget with no authority
over anyone on the team delivering the work.
Background

Job: Project Manager, Organizing Projects

Career path: Aspire to become Directors,
PMO
Family: Kids in high school or college
Demographics

Male or Female:
Age: 40s - 50s

Income: $100k - $120k
Location: On-site, City

Goals

To understand the status of the project
even though they don’t understand all the
technologies in-play and to not look like an
idiot in front of technical people.

Challenges

Multiple projects, with different people,
going on
No direct authority over anything, but
accountability for everything
Limited purchasing authority

Pam ends up on the site while searching the web for “planning poker tips”. Planning poker is an agile
technique used to accurately estimate the effort of a project. Pam finds a blog post titled “Tips for
Running Your Next Planning Poker Meeting,” which also includes a link to a white paper on Planning
Poker and fills out the form to download the content.
After reading through the white paper Pam ends up back on the site and is searching around to see
what other helpful resources she can find. Pam signs up for the next webinar and also purchases a
seat for a class on Project Manager Best Practices: The Main Things You Need to Know.
What Pam didn’t realize is that each component of the website was personalized specific for her
experience. She never had to search far because, with Sitecore personalization, Pam was shown the
component for the Project Manager Best Practices webinar as soon as she completed the download
form for the white paper. It’s like sending your visitors for a drive on a bright sunny day and making
sure all the traffic lights they hit are green. All actions your visitors are taking helps create and build
their profile so you can predict what their next move might be. Setting up goals for all these actions
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allows you to track their movement and assess how valuable their visit to your site is.
Every time Pam, or someone else with the same associated persona, signs up for your webinar they will
be assigned 35 points (or whatever the value is you have assigned on your engagement value scale,
download our engagement value scale template to help get you started). Those points will continue
to add up as they complete goals and it will set off triggers for you as the points keep accruing.
With the ability to also add in negative point values, for example when someone unsubscribes from
your mailing list or cancel an order on your site, someone with a high engagement value is a serious
contender for a marketing qualified lead or even a sales qualified lead in some cases.
As an online retailer, your process goals might include actions like clicking through on an email to
view a saved wish list, adding a related, suggested item to their cart, and making a purchase.

Overview
Once you start setting up your goals and events, you have endless options with the information you
collect and the personalization you can provide for your website components. Track your visitors
while measuring the value of each activity that your visitor completes. Make sure your goals and
events stay relevant to your business objectives so you stay on track to completing these.
Important things to remember:
• Setting up goals and events is an important factor in helping you track and monitor your website
visitors.
• All goals are events, but not all events are goals. Events are actions taken by your visitors that 		
may have a positive negative impact on their engagement with your brand, where goals are 		
specific events that you would encourage your site visitors to take.
• Goals and events can be “tagged on specific pages of your website.
• Goals are weighted based on their level of impact.
• Tracking visitor interactions and their accumulated engagement value scores allows you to 		
pinpoint which sections are most successful in helping your visitors convert to customers.
• Goals help you complete objectives within your business, so as your business objectives change,
so must your goals.
Sitecore allows you to improve your marketing efforts using a number of different tools. By taking the
step to create and assign goals and events, you will soon be able to track your customers and learn
what is and isn’t successful and gain a better understanding on how to convert your site visitors to
customers.
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About Coria
We help companies execute on big ideas.
It doesn’t matter what the technology is, Coria can provide the expertise you need to turn your ideas
into reality.
Coria is a new kind of infrastructure, team-in-a-box, and consulting partner. Get in touch to learn
more about the value we can bring to your organization.

Contact Us
marketing@coria.com
855.542.1785
coria.com

